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INTRODUCTION
"In the frequent fits of angerto whichthe males especially are subject, the eftbrts of their
inner feelings causethe fluids to flow morestrongly towardsthat part of their head; in some
there is hence deposited a secretion of horny matter, and in others of bonymatter mixed
with horny matter, whichgives rise to solid protuberances:thus we havethe origin of horns
and antlers.

This statement by Jean Lamarck (41, p. 122) not only documents how the
novelty problemarose immediatelywith the formulation of scientific theories
about the evolution of life, it also exemplifiesthe early attempt to identify a
mechanisticcause for the origin of neworgans. It is of little importancethat
Lamarckfailed to identify the mechanismcorrectly. Later, Darwin(20) also
"felt muchdifficulty in understanding the origin of simple parts" (p. 194)
which he thought could have "originated from quite secondary causes, independentlyof natural selection" (p. 196), and he had recourse to Lamarckian
explanations to deal with the problem.
Consequently, the difficulty of how new characters could arise from a
process of gradual variation and selection was at the center of the early
critique of Darwin’stheory (36, 62, 68, 83). At that time, novelty was treated
both by its critics and by its advocates (e.g. 108), as a distinct problem
229
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organismic evolution. The rise of genetics again refuelled the debate and
favored rnutationist explanations for the origin of innovations (29, 89),
Subsequently, however, with the broad acceptance of the neo-Darwinian
synthesis, the issue of novelty becamediffused in discussions of the origin of
adaptations (31, 90) and in the concept of macroevolution (37, 93,
others). Novelties were seen increasingly as an aspect of the problem of
speciation and of the origin of higher taxa and less as a problemof the prima_q.~
causes responsible for the generation of new anatomical structures. Only
Mayr(57, 58) identified novelty again as a distinct and neglected problem
evolutionary biology, but the prevalence of the adaptationist program,
characteri.stic for the past decades of evolutionary research, largely prevented
its furthest analysis.
Spurred by a recent trend toward organismic approaches in evolutionary
biology, the issue of novelty has again cometo the fore. Several recen, t
publications and meetings were devoted to the problems of innovation (70,
107). The present understanding of novelty, however, is characterized by
remarkable heterogeneity. The issue is linked on one hand to the character
discussion in taxonomyand on the other hand to the Lamarkism-mutationism,
microevolution-macroevolution, and gradualism-punctualisrn debates. These
historical polarities in effect obscure the real problem.Therefore, the primary
objective of this chapter is to liberate the novelty issue from its historical
burden and to provide a new conceptual foundation for its analysis. After a
brief review of traditional concepts and their deficiencies we proceed to
analyze the empirical evidence for novelties at the character level. Based on
this analysis we redefine the problemand investigate the possible generative
mechanismsunderlying the origin of newmorphologicalstructures. Particular
emphasisis placed on the distinction betweenthe generation of new characters and their fixation, which mayeventually lead to the formation of now:l
body plans. In conclusion, we propose that an empirical approach to the
problem of novelty has to focus on the organizational principles of developmental systems and their ability to generate new structures.
CONCEPTS

OF MORPHOLOGICAL

NOVELTY

Werestr!ict our analysis here to the origin of newstructures in morphological
evolution. Even when limited to the morphological level, very different
attitudes are taken toward the problemin current evolutionary biology. The
prevailing one is a purely phenomenologicaltreatment of novelty. This is
embodie,din the discussions of the rates of origination of novel characters (15,
93, 96), their significance as taxonomiccharacters (111), or their role as
triggers of diversification and adaptive radiation (46, 51). Whileimportantfi3r
each of these chapters of evolutionary theory, the phenomenologicalaspect of
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novelty is not the central problem and is not dealt with in our further
discussion. Weconcentrate on the generative aspect of morphological innovations in the process of evolution. Althoughthis aspect has figured less
prominentlyin past discussions, it is possible to distinguish three conceptual
approaches.
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Functional

Concepts

That a change of function mayinitiate the generation of new structures was
already expressed by Darwin(20), and the concept was elaborated by Dohrn
(23), Plate (73), Sewertzoff (91), and Mayr(57, 58). The basic idea
environmentaland behavioral changes induce the acquisition of newfunctions
whichin turn favor the selection of small variations that facilitate the exertion
of the newfunction. This concept is based on a "duplication of function" and
"duplication of structure" principle. As noted by Mayr(57), either the organ
underquestion mustinitially be able to pertbrrn twodistinct functions simultaneously, or two distinct organs must perform the same function over a
transitional period. The classic examplefor the latter is the coexistence of
gills and primitive lungs in the evolution of respiratory organs. Manysuch
duplications of function are knownand makea strong case for the change of
function concept. Accordingly, Mayr (57, p. 351) defines novelty as "any
newly acquired structure or property that pernfits the assumption of a new
function."
Several problemsarise both from a functional definition of novelties and
from the mechanismproposed for their origination. Mainly when combined
with the change of function principle, the definition harbors a danger of
circularity. Newstructures arise from newfunctions, and new functions from
newstructures. Thus, it does not seemuseful to restrict the definition only to
those structures that permit a newfunction. Sucha definition also excludesall
those structures that might originate without association to a newfunction,
e.g. exaptations (30).
Moreimportantly, the change of function concept bypasses the generative
problem. While the coexistence of old and newfunctions, as well as that of
ancestral and newstructures, represents an important principle of functional
and morphologicaltransition, it does not explain the first appearanceof a new
structure. Gills and lungs must coexist for a transitional period to permit the
takeover of a new modeof respiration, but what mechanismsgenerated the
lungs, or eventhe gills? Thechangeof function principle is helpful only in so
far as it indicates that a new structure must always arise in a different
functional context than the one which eventually represents its adaptive
advantage. But what we need to knowis, what creates the heritable variation
at the site whereit is required? Andwhat precisely are the mechanisticcauses
that are responsible for a specific morphologicalsolution to a newfunctional
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and/or structural problem. Andfinally, if we accept that new functions are
initiating factors for the generation of new structures, is this a necessary
prerequisite or can newstructures also arise without a change of function?
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Genetic

Concepts

Although natural selection may act on any kind of heritable phenotypic
variation,, irrespective of the cause of heritability (59), the majorityof evolutionarily importantphenotypicvariation is ultimately linked to genetic varia.tion and becomesfinally established in a population by selection, drift, or
genetic drive. Consequently, genetic concepts concerning the origin of morphological novelties have two aspects: first, the kind of genetic changethat
makesthe phenotypic variation heritable, and, second, the population genetic
mechanismsthat lead to the fixation of these genetic variants.
THE KIN]D

OF GENETIC CHANGE A recent

critical

review of the molecular

concepts concerning the origin of morphological novelties was provided by
John & Miklos (38) under the title "The Unsolved Problem." Below
briefly discuss their major conclusions. A number of specific molecular
mechani~,;mshave been proposedto explain the origin of novelties, including
structural gene mutations, changes in genomesize, chromosomalrearrangements, and regulatory mutations caused by diffusion of repeated sequences
(9, 16, 24, 25, 54). However, the main problem is that no conclusive
evidence is available to demonstratea specific role of any of these molecular
mechanismsin the origin of morphologicalnovelties. There are at least two
reasons for this situation, one biological, the other methodological.
The biological reason is that metazoandevelopment is realized via the
interaction betweencells that communicateby utilizing their gene products.
This self-referential structure of metazoandevelopment(72) makesimpossible a clear distinction between regulatory and structural genes (16, 74).
Possibly the best exampleis found in the role of the extracellular matrix.
Hyaluronicacid, laminin, and fibronectin, all products of structural genes or
of secondary metabolism, play an important role in regulating the migration
of neural crest cells and thus have a regulatory role in vertebrate development
(34). Therefore, it is not sensible to expect genetic changes, responsible for
the heritability of a novel morphologicalfeature, to be of a particular molecular type. This means:Certain specific structural gene mutationsare as plau.siblc candidates for the genetic basis of a novelty as are changes in gene
regulation networks or chromosomalrearrangemcnts.
The rnethodological problem is critical for all problems of evolutionary
genetics, namely, the question of howto distinguish between those genetic
changes that are causative in the origin of novelties and those that merely
coincide: with the observedchange. The short answerto this question given by
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John & Miklos (38) is negative: "Wewon’t knowfor certainty" but this
true for all empirical sciences. Onthe positive side, their discussion clearly
indicates that the wayout is to study the role of geneproducts in development,
i.e. to determinethe biological role of observed genetic differences in the
developmentalmechanismsresponsible for the realization of morphological
differences.
POPULATION
GENETICPROBLEMS
Once a heritable phenotypic change has
been achievedby a mutation, it has to be integrated into the gene pool of the
species. Twoproblems arise in this area: (a) If one assumes, as the neoDarwinianorthodoxydoes, that major changes are realized by the accumulation of manymutational steps with individually small effects, one is confronted with the problem of whether natural selection can deal with such a
multitude of pleiotropically and functionally interrelated changes. (b) If one
believes that newadaptations are initiated by a major genetic mutation (or
threshold effect), then one has to deal with the question of howsuch drastic
changes can be accommodatedin a genetic background unprepared to compensate for unavoidableand possibly deleterious pleiotropic effects.
The general conclusion is that natural selection is easily able to produce
phenotypic changes muchfaster than has been observed in the fossil record
(16, 42). This has also been confirmedby recent studies on the evolution
functionally constrained phenotypes(i.e. the interaction of directional and
stabilizing selection on two or more characters), although adaptation by
natural selection does not appear as inevitable as in simpler models of
selection (12, 101, 103). These studies are based on the assumption
additive genetic effects. In the case of strong epistatic effects, it is generally
concluded that a combination of drift and selection (shifting balance)
sufficient to explain new adaptations (6, 17, 19, 45, 114).
Several concepts are available to explain the integration of discontinuous
variation into the gene pool. Oneis the concomitant selection of modifier
genes that can compensatefor the deleterious pleiotropic effects of a discontinuousvariation (44)--this selection worksfine undercertain conditions.
The other concepts are less orthodox. Accordingto West-Eberhard(109), the
integration of a discontinuous variant has to pass through a stage in whicha
stable polymorphismexists with the original condition. This would allow
coadaptive fine-tuning of a new structure while a working alternative is
maintained. Erwin & Valentine (25) have suggested that horizontal gene
transfer may increase the frequency of a new variant to a level where
homozygous
genotypes becomeavailable for selection in spite of a selective
disadvantage of the heterozygous genotypes. Arthur (3) has suggested
magnitudeeffect of phenotypic change, where large changes are viable with a
higher probability than changeswith intermediate effects. Finally, molecular
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drive maybe an alternative mechanism
to natural selection to explain the first
steps in the integration of a novelty into the gene pool (24).
In summary,the origination and fixation of a new genetic variant can be
achieved via a multitude of mechanisms and does not appear to be an
unresolved question with respect to the origin of morphologicalnovelties.
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Developmental

Concepts

The currently most popular concept of howdevelopmentrelates to evolution
is heterochrony--phylogeneticchanges in the timing and rates of ontogenetic
processes. Heterochronyhas particularly been associated with the origination
of structural novelty in a numberof recent publications (2, 64, 75, 106).
Earlier, De Beer (21) paid detailed attention to the ways in whichchanges
developmentaltiming can affect the appearance of embryonicstructures and
the introduction of novel characters, and recent studies demonstrate the
pervasiveness of heterochronic alterations in the phylogenyof a large variety
of taxa (61). Wemaysafely assumethat heterochronyis a fact in evolutionary
biology, but not all heterochronyobservedis necessarily causal in morphological evolution. Muchof it could be a consequenceof alterations that do not
primarily affect the timing of developmental processes. Includin~ these passive effects wouldrob the concept of heterochrony of its explanatory value
(76). Therefore, ways must be found to distinguish between causal and
secondary heterochrony. Also, the occurrence of heterochrony is rarely distinguished from the mechanistic processes through which changes of timing
could generate new structures. This however is the central problem if a
generative role is to be assigned to heterochrony.
In several instances heterochronycould be related to specific processes of
developmentand to the appearanceof novel morphologicalfeatures. Raft et al
(75, 76) and Wray& Raft (113) were able to relate the evolution of direct
developmentin sea urchins, which involves the appearance of several novel
larval features, to heterochronic events in early development.Changesin the
timing of cell lineage segregation in blastomeres of the direct developing
embryos lead to novel forms of nonfeeding larvae, in which some of the
features of the primitive pluteus larva are eliminatedand other features make:a
very early appearance. These and other derived features of direct developers
such as changes in cleavage pattern and mitotic rates are dependent on the
heterochronic changes in developmentalmodeand not on adaptations in the
traditional sense.
The sea urchin exampleshowsthat heterochronycan lead to the production
of novel features through alterations in the timing of very early ontogenetic
processes. But heterochronyis not confined to early ontogeny, and empirical
evidence suggests that heterochronic alterations of the processes of pattern
formation and morphogenesisare also causal in the generation of novelty, l~or
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instance, truncations of skeletal patterning processes, at the level both of
chondrogenesisand of osteogenesis, underlie the transformations of skeletal
patterns in vertebrate limb evolution. Nonsegmentations of mesenchymal
arrays and secondary fusions of chondrogenic condensations, occurring at
advancedstages of the embryonicperiod, result in the generation of novel
skeletal elements (65).
Althoughsuch examplesdocumentthe possibility of novelties being introduced through heterochrony at all stages of ontogeny, and although the
specific processes affected by heterochronic alterations can sometimesbe
identified, as yet few concepts suggest why paedomorphicor peramorphic
changes to developmentalprocesses should result in new structural characters. Twokinds of solutions were recently proposed.
In a study based on an evolutionary analysis of visual-neuronal control,
functional morphology,and developmentof the feeding system in plethodontid salamanders, Wake&Roth (106) suggest that novelties are generated
through ontogenetic repatterning. Ontogeneticrepatterning refers to the establishment of newsets of morphogeneticprocesses through dissociation and
recombination of compartmentalized subsets of the developmental system.
Heterochronyis seen as the process initiating the dissociation and recombination events, thus being ultimately responsible for the foundation of new
patterns of developmentalinteraction that give rise to new morphological
arrangements of the phenotype.
Anotherapproach is based on the system properties of development(64).
Accordingto this concept, heterochronic and nonheterochronic mechanisms
of evolution have a quantitatively modifying effect on developmental
parameters, but the magnitudeof these modifications is limited by systemspecific thresholds. Modifications that go beyondsuch thresholds can cause
nonlineareffects, e.g. by interrupting developmental
interactions or by initiating new ones. The kind of resulting morphological effect depends on the
developmentalreaction normsof the affected cell populations and tissues.
Initially inconspicuous structures arising from such a process mayfirst assume an embryonicfunction and becomefixated in the developmental network. In a possibly muchlater step such "caenogenetic" structures can be
movedheterochronically into the postembryonic period and can be further
elaborated. The threshold origin and the embryonicpreexistence of novel
structures is thought to underlie their often rapid phenotypicappearancein a
phylogenetic lineage. Accordingto this hypothesis, the first rudiments of
morphologicalnovelties appear as neutral by-productsof evolutionary alterations to developmentalprocesses. The causality for their appearanceis thus
proposedto lie in the system properties of development,which can transform
gradual and quantitative evolution into qualitative phenotypiceffects.
An approach that differs greatly from the two previous ones was taken by
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Buss (141) whoconsidered the origin of novelties as resulting from conflicts
between]levels of selection. Eachmulticellular organismis composedof units
capable of self-replication. The primary evolutionary function of developmentalinteractions is to solve this conflict betweenlevels of selection. Major
developmentalinnovations are thus expected at those points wherea transition
between levels of selection occurs. But the fact that new organs and new
anatomical elements can originate in the phylogenyof well-established multicellular organisms(e.g. vertebrates) indicates that this cannot be the only
modefor the origin of morphological novelties.
In summary,although a numberof attempts were madeto conceptualize the
contributions of developmentalsystems to the origin of novelties, the developmental concepts are the least elaborated. They also have a common
weakness, which is their formulation rather independently from population
genetics.
APOMORPHIES

VERSUS

NOVELTIES

Weintend here to set the stage for a reformulationof the problemof novelties.
The point of departure will be the least theory-laden definition of a novelty
available: in the literature. Thedefinition consists simplyof the statementthat
all traits characteristic of a supraspecifictaxon werea novelty at somepoint in
the evolution of that group (18, 27).
To obtain an objective picture of the kinds of characters that have been
identified as apomorphiesof supraspecific taxa, we listed the morphological
apomorphiesof the higher taxa of mammals
(Table 1). The table is based on
recent summaryof mammaliancharacters, used to illustrate the cladistic
approach (4). Fromthe list of characters in Table 1, it becomesimmediately
clear that this set of apomorphiescomprisesa numberof traits whoseorigin is
quite unproblematic and easy to explain on the basis of knownevolutionary
mechanisms.For instance, a numberof characters are negative traits, i.e. the
absenceof certain structures is characteristic for a clade. Negativecharacters
are legitimate apomorphiesin cladistic analyses (4). Amongthese are the
reduction of the nucleus in the erythrocytes (Mammalia),the loss of teeth
(Monotremata),the reduction of the coracoid bone (Theria), and the reduction
of the marsupial bone in the Placentalia. Although there is no conclusive
evidenceconcerningthe causes of reductive evolution, little doubt exists that
it can be explained by Darwinian mechanismsbecause the genetic basis of
reduction is largely additively polygenic (112).
Another class of apomorphies that are quite unproblematic are shape
characters. For instance, a bent cochlea is apomorphic for the class of
Mamm~tlia,but these characters are rare amongthose characteristic of higher
taxa. The great majority of apomorphiesis less easily classified with respect
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to the kind of processes underlying their origin. A tentative but by no means
exhaustiveclassification wouldinclude (a) characters that result from differentiations of repeated elements, (b) newelements, (c) changeof context,
(d) differentiations caused by the synorganization of plesiomorph traits.
Others are hard to classify, such as the differentiation of trophoblast and
embryoblast(Placentalia), or the appearanceof prismatic enamel(Theria).
determinewhetherthere are specific difficulties in explaining the remaining
novelties, someexamplesare discussed in detail below.
Differentiation

of Repeated Elements

A key innovation of mammalswith profound functional and adaptive consequencesis the differentiation of the teeth. The plesiomorphstatus is homodont conical teeth that all look basically the same. Tooth differentiation
allows the use of a broader spectrum of prey and is considered as one factor
responsible for the tremendoussuccess of mammals(39). Froma morphological point of view the origin of heterodontteeth is a differentiation of serially
homologous
elements. Other characters of that kind are the differentiation of
the cervical vertebrae (Mammalia)and the origin of whiskers, which are
apomorphicfor the taxon Theria. Differentiation must be considered to be a
major modeof morphological evolution (54, 79, 80).
The explanation of these characters appears similar to simple shape
changes, especially whenthe result is of such obvious adaptive value as are
heterodont teeth or whiskers. Adaptively sensible shape changes should be
easy to explain given the extensive amountof heritable phenotypic variation
available for almost every quantitative character (16, 63). However,the
differentiation of homonomous
(iteratively homologous)elements is not
easily explainable. Repeated anatomical elements are most probably due to
the repeated expressionof the samegenetic instructions (80, 84, 99). There
no reason to expect that two hairs from the head or two erythrocytes from the
blood are due to the activity of different sets of genes.
If the developmentof repeated elements is only controlled by identical sets
of genes, their genetic variation will be highly, if not perfectly, correlated.
However,it has been shownthat correlation caused by early developmental
events can be repatterned during later developmentalstages (115). To what
extent repeated elements are genetically correlated in species belongingto a
taxon that is ancestral to a species with differentiated homonomous
structures
is an empirical issue. Of relevance would be measurementsof genetic and
phenotypiccorrelations of correspondingelements from the left and the right
side of the body, of segmentallyrepeated but undifferentiated structures such
as fish vertebrae, or any other class of repeated elements, such as scales and
fin rays of fishes.
The available evidence is equivocal. In a study of genetic correlations
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betweenbilaterally represented nonmetric cranial traits of rhesus macaques,
McGrathet al (60) found high correlations betweenleft and right characters
and no significant heritability of directed asymmetryin 11 out of 13 traits.
Phenotypiccorrelations between osteometric traits from fore- and hindlimbs
of Myotis sodalis are higher amongcorresponding (homologous)structure,
within and betweenlimbs, while the overall correlations were rather low (5).
Repeated elements were also measured in fossil specimens of the teleost
Knightia (length of centra of four vertebrae and three neural spines). The
average pooled nonparametriccorrelation of these characters is 0.921 (centra)
and 0.903 (neural spines), while the overall average correlation was 0.876
(calculated from data in Olson &Miller; 71). However,there are also less
convincing results, e.g. about antennal segments of alate Pemphiguspopulitransversus (82, 95). Hence, someevidence suggests that repeated elements are strongly correlated, but the data are far from conclusive. This
question will have to be examinedwith especially designed experiments,
comparingspecies that have undifferentiated repeated traits with species in
whichdifferentiations of these traits have occurred.
If we assumethat repeated characters are most probably highly correlated
genetically, it becomesmoredifficult to explain the origin of newcharacters
by differentiation of repeated elements. Technically speaking, the problemis
that differentiation of repeated elements is a multivariate process, for which
the univariate measuresof heritability are inadequateto predict the evolutionary potential. Evenif the heritability of each trait werepositive, differentiation wouldbe difficult as long as the characters are highly correlated genetically. This was shown by Maynard Smith & Sondhi (56) who demonstrated
that it is impossibleto select for directional asymmetry
in laboratory strains of
Drosophilamelanogaster.All that selection led to wasan increase in the level
of fluctuating asymmetry;no stable difference betweenleft and right could be
achieved. Whetherthis result is representative of repeated elements in general
needs to be tested with other characters, such as snake vertebrae or teleost fin
rays.
Aninteresting fact is that the directional asymmetryof the internal organs
in mamrnalscan be converted into fluctuating asymmetryby a single autosomal recessive mutation in mice (47). This showsthat specific mechanisms
are necessary to realize directional asymmetryin addition to the genetic
information required for the development of the traits themselves. The
develop~nental mechanisms are unknown, but see Brown & Wolpert (10)
for a recent hypothesis. It is at least not self-evident that there is always
ample genetic variation, allowing selection to differentiate repeated elements. To what extent genetic variation is available in natural populations
for independent heritable variation of homonomoustraits needs to be
examined.
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New Elements
Often apomorphiccharacters are anatomical structures that have no predecessors as repeated elements in the plesiomorphicstate. Examplesare the corpus
callosum of the placental mammals,the so-called marsupial bone of the
mammals(which became reduced in the Placentalia), and glands, such
sweat glands and sebacous glands (Mammalia). At lower taxonomic levels
examples are equally frequent. They include, to name a few, the famous
thumbof the giant panda or the horns and antlers found amongartiodactyl
placentals. Again, these characters are of obvious functional and adaptive
significance, but the main problem is whether one can expect significant
amountsof heritable phenotypicvariation for these characters in the ancestral
lineage. For two characters, namely, the corpus callosum and new bony
elements, extensive developmentaldata are available and are discussed below.
The corpus callosum is a massive fiber tract that connects the two
telencephalic hemispheresof placental mammals.It is autapomorphicfor the
taxon Placentalia. In subplacental mammals,the telencephalic hemispheres
are connected only via the anterior commissure. This commissureis also
present in placental mammals,
but the majority of conical areas are connected
via callosal connections (87). Embryologically, the corpus callosum is not
derived from the rudiment of the anterior commissure(crossing the medial
plane via the lamina terminalis) but is a new structure that bridges the
interhemisphericfissure (77). The first cellular elements that bridge the gap
betweenthe hemispheresare a specific populationof glial cells, called glial
sling (92). If these glial cells are experimentallydestroyed, the majority
callosal fibers fail to reach the contralateral side, and they never compensate
by entering the anterior commissure(49, 50). Acallosal states are also known
as congeneric malformations in humansand mice (28, 92). The independent
embryologicalorigin, its dependencyon a specific set of radial glial cells, and
the lack of regulation of the anterior commissure
in acallosal brains speak for
the fact that the corpus callosumis a true novelty and not simplya part of the
anterior commissure.
The developmentof the corpus callosum passes through a critical stage, a
kind of epigenetic needle’s eye, wherea certain populationof glial cells must
be present after the septal regions of the telencephalic hemispheresbecome
fused (92). The glial sling is not knownfrom marsupials and acallosal strains
of mice. It is not reasonableto assumegreat amountsof heritable variation for
the presence or absence of fibers that cross the interhemispheric fissure in
species ancestral to the placentalia. Of course, at sometime in the phylogeny
of the placentals such a populationmusthaveexisted, but it is not evident that
the presence of the glial sling is within the range of variation typical for
subplacental mammals.Somespecial but unknownconditions must have been
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attained in the placental lineage that allowed the expression of these characters.
A sim:ilar needle’s eye situation has to be realized in the ontogenyof new
bony elements. These conditions are best knownfrom the fibular crest that
appears i.n the archosaur lineage and are discussed later in this paper.
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Other Nontrivial

Novelties

Muchless is knownabout the genetics and developmentof other characters
that originate froma changeof context (such as the separation of the angulare
from the dentals and its fusion with the temporale in mammals),or from the
synorganization of elements already present in the plesiomorph state. Few
structures listed by Ax (4) are combinationsof plesiomorphiccharacters, but
such characters can be found in all higher taxa. For instance, multicellular
epiderm~tl mucousglands are rare in teleosts. In fish, mucusis usually
producedby singular mucouscells. The multicellular glands seen in ripe male
blennies are composedof goblet cells (40), a cell type usually found dispersed
within the epidermis of fish (110). It wouldbe highly interesting to know
more about the developmentalconditions necessary to realize these traits.
Common Features of Nontrivial
Novelties
Differen~Iiation of repeated elements and new elements such as new bones or
new fiber tracts are certainly innovations with profound adaptive value.
Hence,t]here is everyreason to think that the fixation of these characters in the
population was due to natural selection. This, however, does not solve the
problemcompletely. In all these cases the main problemis to explain whyand
howheri.table phenotypicvariation for that character becameavailable in the
first place. Independentgenetic variation of repeated elements is not always
present and the critical embryologicalfeatures necessary for the development
of the corpus callosum are absent in primarily acallosal mammals.
Common
to nontrivial novelties is their origin in spite of strong developmentalconstraints against their realization in the ancestral taxon. Developmentalconstraint on natural variation is a prevailing feature in morphological evolution (1, 55), but shifts of developmentalconstraints are quite
common.
(81). For instance, in each salamanderspecies the majority of carpal
variants are due to one or two fusions between neighboring elements. But
whichof the fusions prevails is moreor less genus specific. For instance, the
fusion betweenthe distal carpal 4 and 3 is a common
variant in Bolitoglossa
species and is even a fixed trait in at least twoBolitoglossaspecies (105), but
it is completely unknownin natural populations of Plethodon cinereus from
Maineand Virginia, and is very rare in the highly polymorphicNovaScotian
populati,~n (35). Theultimate causes of these apparent shifts of constraints are
unknown.
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Nontrivial novelties appear to becomerealized in spite of developmental
constraints in the ancestral lineage. If one is willing to accept this premise,
one must conclude that an adequate explanation of the origin of anatomical
novelties has to account for the fact that these constraints were overcomeat
somestage of the phylogeny of the group.
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A REFORMULATION

OF

THE

NOVELTY

PROBLEM

In this section we discuss a definition of morphologicalnovelty that meets two
objectives: (a) the definition is not based on assumptionsabout the mechanistic bases of novelties, since we are not in the position to providean empirically justified and general explanationas yet; (b) the definition has to be specific
enoughto highlight the important unsolved biological problems.
If we consider the table of apomorphiesdiscussed in the last section, one
realizes that someof the apomorphiescan hardly qualify as novelties. For
instance, negative characters that result from the loss of certain elements
cannot be considered as novelties. The same is true of size and shape
characters. Onthe other hand, it is quite obvious that newelements, like the
corpus callosum, or newbones and cartilages, are proper novelties. But there
are other phenotypicvariations that are difficult to classify as novelties or
nonnovelties. This is the case with variation in the numberof repeated
elements, such as bristle numberof an insect, or the numberof vertebrae and
fin rays. If a species has two morepectoral fin rays than the parental species,
the two additional rays are something new. But do we want to call these
additions novelties? In a certain sense they are, but one mayalso consider this
meristic change as a case of quantitative variation (i.e. more of the same).
Whatis then the difference betweenthe additional digit of the panda and an
additional bristle of a drosophila? The following definition is an attempt to
avoid this dilemma.
DEFINITIONA morphological novelty is a structure that is neither
homologousto any structure in the ancestral species nor homonomous
to any
other structure of the sameorganism.This definition is less restrictive than
previous ones (57, 64). In accordance with our considerations above,
excludessimple quantitative variation or negative traits. In addition, it allows
a distinction betweenmeristic variation, e.g. additional bristles or fin rays,
and novelties like the marsupial bone or the panda’s thumb. Additional
bristles are both homologousto the bristles already present in the source
population and homonomous
to all other bristles on the samefly. But there is
nothing that can be meaningfullyidentified in reptiles with the marsupialbone
or in subplaeental mammalswith the corpus callosum.
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The situation is more subtle with regard to other kinds of apomorphies
classifie,-I in Table1, e.g. the differentiation of repeatedelements.Molarteeth
are both homologousto the conodontteeth of reptiles and homonomous
to tl~e
other tooth types of mammals.
However,in these cases the hierarchical nature
of homology(80) must be taken into account. The molars are homologous
conodontteeth of reptiles, but nevertheless, reptiles do not possess teeth that
can be identified as molars. Hence, a "molar tooth" in mammalsis a new
anatomical entity that originated from the differentiation of preexisting repeated elements and thus counts as proper novelty.
The same argumentholds for new structures that are composedof elements
already present in the ancestral lineage. For instance, the main body paints
(tagmata) of insects (head--thorax--abdomen) consist of segments already
present in the annelid-like or myriapod-like ancestors of insects (94). But
tagmata are units that result from the synorganizationof several segmentsand
cannot be identified with any body part of an annelid or a myriapod(102).
Moreproblematic is the last category of apomorphies, those that result
from a changeof context. Onemayargue that the fusion of the centrumof the
first cervical vertebra with the secondcervical vertebra leads to an anatomical
element that is a new unit of the phenotype, comparable to the ease of
multisegmental body parts. On the other hand, the fusion of the angular
(tympa~fic) with the temporale does not change the character of the latter,
since the angular simply becomesintegrated into the preexisting unit. Without
further information, these cases must be accepted as gray areas in the range of
application of the abovedefinition, but the difficulties point to interesting
biological problems.
Althoughthe definition helps to clarify the terminological question of what
one maywant to call a proper novelty and what is just a modification of the
given design, it also leads to conceptual costs because of the reference to
homology.The biological basis of homologyis still a matter of debate and
unfortunately of little positive evidence(85, 99, 104). But it is not necessary
to wait for a solution to the homology
problem.It is sufficient to rely on the
accepted methodsto establish homologybetween body parts on the basis of
structural and developmental similarity (78, 80). Note that the homology
concept used in this definition is more restrictive than the one used in
systematics. In systematics, any discernable structural difference maybe
homologized.In evolutionary biology it is moreuseful to restrict the homology concept to anatomical units (104). This excludes merely quantitative
variation, changes of proportion, and topological relationships amongbody
parts.
Toidentify the relevant research questions, it is useful to recall that the set
of characters described as novelties is, according to the abovedefinition, the
same as those apomorphies that became realized in spite of apparent developmentalconstraints in the ancestral lineage. In the light of this con-
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cordance, the most obvious questions in relation to the study of morphological
novelties are the following:
1. Whatis the generative potential of the developmentalmechanisms
in the
membersof the ancestral taxon? Only in rare cases does the ancestral species
still exist, but the conservatismof developmentalmechanismsjustifies the
comparative analysis of species that are membersof the same supraspecific
taxon as the supposedancestral species. Hence,it is appropriate to examine
crocodilian developmentto learn about the generative potential of the ancestral bird lineage, or to study salamanderdevelopmentof the genus Plethodon to understandthe preconditions for the evolution of morederived plethodontid taxa.
2. Whatare the critical changes in generative mechanismsof development
that allowed the realization of the derived feature, i.e. the novelty? This can
be achieved by comparative experimental studies of derived and ancestral
ontogenies (66).
3. Whichgenetic changes were the reason for the heritability of morphological novelties? This is essentially the same question as raised by John &
Miklos (38), but with an important methodological difference. Wepropose
that we first needto understandthe biological context in whichthe genesplay
a role, before a sensible distinction can be attempted between causally
relevant genetic changes and genetic changesthat simply happenedto occur at
the samestage of phylogeny,but that were not causative in the transformation
to be explained. The least understood context of genetic change, but obviously the most relevant, is that of its developmentalexpression.
GENERATIVE
MODES FOR THE ORIGIN
MORPHOLOGICAL
NOVELTY

OF

Giventhat the emphasisof the open questions lies on developmentalbiology,
we propose that the study of the developmental modesassociated with the
appearanceof newcharacters is the critical step for further elucidation of the
novelty problem. Wehave already presented the arguments for why this
approach now seems more relevant than a genome-centered one. Here we
identify particular properties of developmentalsystemsthat could promotethe
origination of novelty. Our approach, however, resides in a strictly neoDarwinian frame, assuming that morphological evolution proceeds through
gene substitutions that primarily affect cell behavior in developmentalprocesses, leading primarily to changesin relative proportions and positions of
embryoniccharacters. If these classic processes can producenovelties in the
anatomicalstructure of organisms,one is led to hypothesizethat the causality
for their appearancelies in very basic and general properties of developmental
systems that are affected by gene substitutions. Webriefly review the evidence in support of this assumption.
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Hierarc,hical
Organization
It is comrnonplaceto understandorganismsas a hierarchy of building block,,;
from molecules to organs. However, with few exceptions (3, 7, 69, 74),
evolutionary concepts rarely take into account that development, as the
process of deploymentof this hierarchical order, is itself organized largely
hierarchically. Underlyingare geometrichierarchies of cell and tissue organization, but also, and most importantly, hierarchies of stepwise successions of
qualitatiw~ly different kinds of processes. The products of each step form the
starting point for the next, and modifications introduced at one level of the
developmental hierarchy can be assumed to have profound effects at very
distant levels. For instance, the studies of sea urchin developmentmentioned
above(75, 76, 113) showthat the novelties in the larvae of direct developers
are a consequenceof very early modifications in cell lineage segregation, an
alteration muchhigher up in the hierarchy of developmentaldecisions than the
level of anatomicaleffect.
A similar and equally well-documented example comes from detailed
comparative and experimental studies of spiralian development in protostomes. In somespiralian lineages novel larval types appear, such as the
veliger of molluscs or the setiger of annelids. The work of Freeman6::
Lundelius (26) indicates that the origination of the derived larval types
dependent on a change of mechanismin early blastomere specification, the
first major event in spiralian embryogenesis,establishing the axis of bilateral
symmetry. This process is determined by the specification of the "D quadrant," the blastomere responsible for the formation of large parts of the
mesodermaland endodermalstructures of the embryo.In primitive forms the
D quadrant is specified by inductive interactions betweencertain macromeres
and micromeresthat result from several sets of cleavages. In the derived
forms the D quadrant is specified through cytoplasmic inheritance from the
vegetal pole causing unequal cleavage and resulting in one of the first four
macromeresbeing larger than the other three. This macromereinvariably
becomesthe D quadrant, a sheer effect of size, which could be mimicked
experimentally (26). The cytoplasmic specification of the D quadrant occurs
earlier in the developmentalsequencethan the inductive specification, and it
has a series of consequencesdownthe hierarchy. The larger macromeregives
rise to larger micromeres,and these lead to a further acceleration of developmerit, whichin turn results in the appearanceof larvae with adult features in
somelineages, while others lose the larval stages completely and become
direct developers. Thus, in effect, larval morphologyis profoundly altered
through lthe acquisition of a mechanismthat modifies the sequence of cell
specification.
The acceleration of D quadrant specification through
cytoplasmicinheritance seemsto have played a causal role in the origination
of novel larval forms during spiralian evolution.
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It is obvious that heterochrony has been an initiating factor in both examples, but the specificity of its phenotypic consequencesdepends on the
hierarchical arrangementof the processes that were affected. However,the
generative qualities of hierarchical organization lie not only in its cascading
and amplifyingeffects. The hierarchical succession of processes also contains
the possibility of changingqualitatively the patterns and structures of previous
levels of organization. Each switch-over from one mechanismto the next
represents an opportunity for structural change, a principle that has been
proposed to underlie many qualitative transformations in morphological
evolution (64). In avian limb development, for example, the switching from
chondrogenesisto osteogenesis generates the unique tarsometatarsal bone from
the cartilaginous rudimentsof one tarsal and three metatarsals. Thus, the basic
mechanisms
of ontogenetic patterning can remainconservedin the evolution of
an organismallineage while the final phenotypescan be substantially altered
throughthe expansionof secondaryand tertiary level processes.
Interactivity
and Dissociability
Developmental systems are characterized not only through sequential
hierarchies but also by the interactivity betweenparts of different hierarchies,
a condition described by the terms "epigenetic cascades" (34, 97) and
"ontogenetic networks"(86). It is generally thought that an increase in the
numberof interactive events in which a morphological character takes part
leads to an increasing phylogeneticstability of this trait. This formsthe basis
of the concepts of "burden"(80) and of "epigenetic traps" (104). Withregard
to the origin of novelties it is crucial whetherand howinteractive networks
can be dissociated and whether newsets of interaction can be causal in the
generationof newstructures. Werestrict the discussion to the cellular level.
The best understood epigenetic cascades lie in the domainof epithelialmesenchymal
interactions that are involvedin the differentiation and patterning of a great numberof anatomicalstructures, such as the inductive cascades
leading to the formation of vertebrate eyes, limbs, and epidermal appendages
(88). The variety of epidermal structures, all developmentallyinitiated by
similar sequence of inductions, is a good exampleof howthe progressive
elaboration of a primitive mechanismof integumcntal differentiation has led
to the generationof greatly different structures, such as hair, glands, or teeth.
This indicates that it is not so muchthe establishment of new kinds of
interactions that is generatively importantfor the formationof newstructures
but the change of context in which the conservative and long established
interactive mechanismstake place.
Not manye~npirical exa~nples are available for the kind of contextual
change that could have provoked new routes of interaction. Nevertheless,
someof the few cases of novelty that were analyzed from a developmental
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perspective are instructive. One is the origin of the turtle carapace. The
carapace :is a unique association of ribs and vertebrae with a specialized
dermis. This arrangement also represents a profound deviation from the
tetrapod Bauplanbecause the elements of the limb girdles lie inside the rib
cage, as opposedto an outside position in all other tetrapods. Studies of the
developmentalevents that generate this arrangementindicate that epithelial-.
mesenchymalinteractions, which when primitive produced only integumental
features, were expanded to affect deeper layers of the mesenchyme(13).
Throughthis mechanismthe prospective costal cells are oriented toward at
morelateral pathwaythan in other tetrapods, causing the superficial position
of the ribs. The primary contextual change in this process seemsto have been
the timing of the epithelial-mesenchymal interaction. It takes place much
earlier than the primitive interactions that lead to purely dermaldifferentiation
and thus ~tffects a muchsmaller embryo.Burke(13) suggests that the preco-.
cious inductive activity in a smaller embryowouldhave a relatively deeper
penetration into the mesenchyme,
reaching the skeletogenic cells that migrate;
from the somites, reorienting their pathwayand causing the ribs to forrn
superficially to the limb girdles.
A secondinstructive case is the origin of external cheek pouchesin pocket
gophers and kangaroo rats, a novelty in the evolution of rodents (52).
contrast to the primitive internal cheek pouches knownfrom other rodent
taxa, the external pouchesopen outside of the mouthcavity and their inner
surface is not covered with buccal epithelium but with fur. Both pouch types
arise frona an invagination of the buccalepitheliumof the oral cavity, close to
the corner of the mouth. A detailed comparisonof these processes showsthat
the externalization of the derived pouchtypes is initiated developmentallyby
a slight anterior shift of the invagination, leading to the inclusion of the lip
epithelium (11). As a consequence the pouch not only acquires an external
opening, but the epithelium of the pouch rudiment grows into a dermal
environment which has the capacity to induce hair follicle formation. Furlining of the pouchis thus a consequence
of a changeof context, i.e. a shift of
invaginated epitheliuminto an area with inductive capacity. The shift itself is
possibly a mere allometric consequence of evolutionary modifications in
facial proportions.
Both examplesillustrate that a changeof context, initiated by temporal or
spatial shifts, can lead to the formation of novel morphologieson the basis
of preexisting interactive capacities. The historically established networks
of developmentalinteractivity, in particular those of epithelial-mesenchymal inductions, thus not merely constrain morphological evolution, they
also repre, sent an importantgenerative source for the origination of newstructures.
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Equilibria
and Thresholds
Ontogenies can be understood as systems of temporary equilibria or steady
states betweendevelopmentalentities (7, 53, 69, 100). This is not the place
discuss the various formalisms that were developed in this regard, but we
want to emphasizethe principal importanceof these properties for the origin
of novelty. They explain whycontinuous variation of developmentalparameters can result in discontinuous phenomena.Upontransgression of certain
thresholds a developmental system can fall into a different steady state
resulting in different phenotypicexpressions. Thresholdsmust and do exist at
all levels of development and have been demonstrated in a variety of experiments(e.g. 8, 22, 32, 98). C~nceptually,the realization of discontinuous
forms of morphologicalvariation has been attributed to thresholds in development (48), and polygenic models of digital reduction have been based
threshold concepts (43). Only recently, however, has it been proposed that
threshold effects mayrepresent a generative factor in the origination of
morphologicalnovelties (64, 66).
Developmentalthresholds can lie in molecular and physical parameters of
pattern formation, in critical cell numberor blastema size, in inductive or
spatial relationships, in physiologicalor biomechanicalfactors, etc. A spatial
threshold effect, for example,was proposedto have initiated the formationof
external cheek pouchesdiscussed above (11). Here, we shall focus on simple
biomechanical changes that are associated with continuous developmental
variation. It is well knownthat embryonicmovementis required for the
formation of sesamoids and of secondary cartilage (33). Wecan assumethat
evolutionary changes in the proportions of embryonicstructures also modify
pressures and tensions that arise from embryonicmovements.As a consequence, whenthese biomechanicalforces transgress a threshold intensity, we
should expect the appearance of sesamoid cartilages in connective tissue
structures or of secondary cartilage in the vicinity of dermal bone. These
reactive structures provide an important source of skeletal novelty and can be
elaborated during the further course of evolution. That this is indeed the case
is supported by a large numberof cases in whichskeletal neomorphsare based
on sesamoids or on secondary ossifications (Table 2).
Anexamplestudied in moredetail is the fibular crest of tlaeropod dinosaurs
(67). The fibular crest is a neomorph
on the tibia that appearsfirst in theropod
dinosaurs and is synapomorphicin birds. Developmentally, the formation of
the osseous crest is based on a separate cartilaginous sesamoidthat is later
ossified and eventually becomesincorporated into the tibia. Paralysis experiments in bird embryos demonstrate the dependence of the sesamoid’s
formation on embryonicmovementand the consecutive loss of the crest in
paralyzed embryos. MOiler&Streicher (67) propose a scenario in which the
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Table2 Examples
of skeletalnoveltiesin vertebratesthat
are basedonreactivecartilageandboneformation.
Skeletalnovelty

Taxon

Basedon

Fibularcrest
Preglossale
Panda’s"thumb"
Panda’s
"7thdigit"
Rfisselknochen
Calcar
Falciforme
Thirdforearmbone
Naviculare
Patella

Theropods,
birds
Passerine
birds
Pandabears
Pandabears
Boars
Bats
Moles
Goldenmole,
Horses
Birds, mammals

Sesamoid
?
Sesamoid
Sesamoid
?
?
Sesamoid
Ossifiedtendon
Sesamoid
Sesamoid

evolutionaryreduction of the reptilian fibula leads to an increased mechanical[
instability during embryonic movementof the limbs, which could have
initiated tlhe formationof the sesamoid,on the basis of the reactive potential
of connectivetissue to formcartilage under pressure stresses. Theorigination
of this novelty is thus based on a numberof very specific conditions, such as
skeletal proportions, biomechanical changes, and the reactive potential of
connective,tissues.
Weare awarethat the formal separation of the three generative modesis to
someextent artificial. Most exampleswould fit into all three categories.
However, we do believe that these are three fundamental properties of
ontogenetic systems that must be taken into account when we think about
evolution:~’y modifications of developmentalparametersand their role in the
origination of novelty. Common
to all three modesis their potential for rapid
morphologicaltransitions, and the fact that their effects have an indirect and
removedrelation to the level of genomeevolution.
FROM

NOVELTY

TO BAUPLAN

A discussion of evolutionary novelties wouldbe incomplete without mentioning the most profound innovations that occurred in the history of life--the
origin of the basic design principles underlying the major supraspecific taxa,
i.e. the bauplans of phyla and classes. So far, we have been concernedonly
with the origin of new morphological characters but not with the origin of
supraspecific taxa, even if this is often considered as the sameproblem(27).
Whilethe origin of newbodyplans and the origin of newcharacters are linked
processes, they are not necessarily the same. This insight is mainly due to
Riedl (80), and we discuss his concept below.
The notochordis an axial rod of cells representing the functional precursor
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of the vertebral column, both ontogenetically and phylogenetically. In mammals this structure has lost most of its adult function and persists only
rudimentarily as the nucleus pulposus of the intervertebral discs. Nevertheless, the notochordis present in all ascidian larvae, in Amphioxus,and in the
embryosof all vertebrates. Thestability of this structure is best explainedby
its central role in embryogenesis,in organizing the differentiation of the
central nervous system and of the axial mesoderm.Originally, however, the
notochord was not as indispensable as it is for the derived membersof the
phylum.This is indicated by the completelack of a notochordin two orders of
the chordate class Thaliacea, which belongs to the subphylumof tunicates.
The fact that the membersof one order of Thaliacea, the Doliolida, do possess
a notochord,indicates that it is mostlikely secondarilylost in the other orders.
Here the main point is that the notochord is a constant character of the
acranian and vertebrate bauplan, but hardly was a bauplan character whenit
first arose. The essential characteristic of a bauplan is not the degree of
similarity or dissimilarity to other formsof life, but the fact that each groupof
animals has its owncharacteristic patterns of constraints and opportunities.
Accordingto Riedl (80, p. 196), a bauplan (or morphotype)is defined by
"pattern of freedomand fixations [constraints] formed by the collective of
features ofa phyletic group." Fromthis definition it is obviousthat the origin
of a new character is not sufficient to change a bauplan. Only if the new
character achieves an indispensable function, and becomesepigenetically
integrated into the basic bodydesign, does it becomea bauplan character. The
origin of newbodyplans requires the origin of morphologicalnovelties, but it
also requires the integration of this newcharacter with the other parts of the
organism.In this context it is irrelevant whetherintegration is due to functional necessities or due to epigenetic interdependencies. Whatcounts is that
somecharacters acquire an indispensable biological role that causes their
conservation in spite of changing adaptive pressures.
CONCLUSIONS
Morphologicalnovelty has the status of a distinct problem in evolutionary
biology. Novelties are not synonymouswith all taxonomically rclcvant
apomorphies,and their emergenceis not identical with the process of speciation or with the origin of novel bodyplans. Oncenewvariants have occurred,
their fixation by drift or selection is easily explained. But there are problems
specific for the origin of novelties that are not the sameas in the case of
adaptive modifications of existing structures, namely the developmental
realization of novelties dependson very specific epigenetic conditions. For
these, no significant amountsof heritable variation have been demonstratedin
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taxa related to the ancestral groups. Tothe contrary, novelties apparently arise
in spite of strong developmentalconstraints that generally canalize morphological evolution.
Weconclude that the problem of novelty must be considered from a new
perspective in order to be able to formulate adequate research questions. At
the organismic level, morphologicalevolution can be described as a process
of progressive origination, transformation, and loss of homologs.Therefore,
we suggest a definition of novelty that is framed in the homologyconcept.
The mainproperties of the definition are that it is independentfrom descriptive or mechanisticqualifiers, that it excludesmerelyquantitative or negative
traits, and that it allows distinction between meristic variation and true
novelties.
The newquestions that arise from an organismic definition concentrate on
the mechanisticbasis of their generation. The genetic side of the generative
problem does not seem to differ substantially from the classic mechanisms,
and does not hold muchpromise for further advances with regard to the
novelty problem. The majority of open questions, and the greatest potential
for an increase in our understanding of novelty, lie in the realm of the
developmental context in which genetic changes can trigger a change of
structure. It is unlikely that explanations for the origin of morphological
novelties can be successful without the inclusion of the generative properties
of developmental systems.
A preliminary overview of the developmental modesassociated with the,
origination of novelties point to a central role of heterochronyas the primary
initiating factor. Heterochronyalone, however, can only modifyprocesses’,
that are already established. The specific morphological composition of
novelties that arise as a consequenceof heterochronic alterations of a de-.
velopmental process will depend on the particular organization of the’,
developmentalnetwork of which the process is a part. Hierarchical organ-.
ization, interactive interdependency, and equilibrium conditions are basic:
properties of all developmental systems that will invariably be affected.
Evolutionary modifications of any part of these systems that go beyond
specific thresholds can automatically cause morphologicaleffects that are’.
only indirectly related to the causes of the primarymodification. By-products
of development will be "seen" by selection and can be further elaborated
through neo-Darwinianprocesses. Weneed to learn through experimental and
comparativestudies what specific potentials exist in the developmentalsys-temsof an organismiclineage, to be able to identify the individual causes that
lead to a particular novelty in evolution. In general, however,the available:
data strongly suggest that side effects of developmentalorganization represent
the kemel of morphological novelty.
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